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T•FOLD -  
FAST GARMENT FOLDING
Life just got a lot easier!
Lets face it – folding and bagging shirts is a huge hassle – but it needs to 
be done right?
The PPS Innovations T-Fold is the only answer without wasting loads 
of money and space – Designed as a bench top auto folder that 
incorporates easy bagging into the operation, sits conveniently in a small 
footprint, and is ALL electric – NO air required – The PPS T-Fold auto 
folds and bags 350 - 500 shirts per hour.

ITS SIMPLE. Fold a few or thousands, it’s the perfect addition  
to your embroidery, screen-print, DTG, transfer or sublimation 

business - AND A REAL PROBLEM SOLVER. 

Sml to XXL no problem and literally any garment that needs folding will 
be professionally folded and bagged in a flash. 
Super competitively priced at €3.500.00 save literally €1000’s in labour 
per year – the PPS Innovations T.Fold will pay for itself in weeks! Let 
alone turn a hassle int o a breeze.
Paying someone to fold shirts is time consuming and labour intensive, 
or you just may hate doing it because it takes sooooo much time! - 
Offering an inexpensive well folded shirt in a bag allows you to promote 
your brand and image better with the PPS Innovations T-Fold. Set 
yourself apart with the PPS Innovations T-fold. It can fold/bag 350 - 500 
shirts an hour with the same consistency from start to finish. A bagged 
professionally folded garment allows you to add incentives. Instructions 
etc more easily, and provide that total professional image. Its bench 
top and all electrically driven, so no air compressor is required. It even 
incorporates a forced air outlet for bag inflation! The PPS Innovations 
T-Fold is a great addition for any DTG, screen-printing, embroidery, 
transfer or sublimation business looking to be more efficient.

FEATURES
  Power: 220/115v  .05 amp

  Power Draw: 230w

  Width: 710mm (28″) 
Length: 1100mm (43.3″) 
Height: 180mm (7″)

  Weight: 41kg (90lbs.)

  Folding speed: 4 sec./cycle

  Bagging speed: 6 sec. average

  Auto bag inflation

  Just €3.500.00  

(plus VAT where applicable)

  Folds S-XXXL shirts

  Short and long sleeve shirts  
including infants

FOLD & BAG
350-500
shirts/hour


